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Introduction

The mission of the PropelCrypto Project is to empower entrepreneurs in Africa and beyond by
developing decentralized applications (Dapps) aimed at facilitating investments in entrepreneurial
ventures globally. This initiative seeks to enhance accessibility to financing for a wide array of
entrepreneurs. To realize this objective, two distinct utility tokens have been created to serve as
transactional currencies for two corresponding Dapps. 



1. PropelCrypto (PCR)

Smart Contract Address

This token operates on both the Ethereum and Binance Chains and is designated to power the first
Dapp, the PropelCrypto Blockchain Educational Platform. Geared towards entrepreneurs and
individuals seeking to familiarize themselves with fundamentals of Web3, this platform is poised to
catalyze the widespread adoption of cryptocurrency.

ERC20: 0x264Cf2798c7Df1c86E5fe8164FE24aC7532bF624 
BEP20: 0xba281683B7917eF27EBED6Dda2839632faDcCddd

Total Supply
ERC20: 1,000,000,000 PCR (After Burn) 
BEP20: 1,000,000,000 PCR



2. PropelCash (PCH)

Smart Contract
Address

Deployed exclusively on the Binance Smart Chain, PropelCash serves a dual purpose. It functions as the
community token within the PropelCrypto Ecosystem, fostering a dynamic and extensive community through
strategic airdrops and giveaways. Additionally, PropelCash fuels the second Dapp, the PropelCrypto Financing
Platform for Entrepreneurs, which harnesses the capabilities of Web3 to facilitate financing opportunities for
entrepreneurial endeavors. 

0xFf8f18FDeEF6443cbF3E03d13FdAD86E3fE09E4B

Total Supply

1,000,000,000,000,000 PCH



Tokenomics

Team and Advisors: 20%
Early Backers and Investors: 10%

Reserve Fund: 10%
Public Sale: 60%



Utilities

Educating entrepreneurs and any
individual on fundamentals of
blockchain 
Course completion gives access
to Dapp 2 for entrepreneurs

Revenues

Payment currency to access
the platform contents

Dapp 1: Powered
by PropelCrypto

Token

PropelCrypto
Blockchain
Educational

Platform



Utilities

PropelCrypto Community Token 
Working with any project through
incubation and assistance in
fundraising, leveraging Web3.  

Revenues

Payment currency for
registration on the platform
10% of fund raised for each
project 

Dapp 2: Powered
by PropelCash

Token

PropelCrypto
Financing

Platform for
Entrepreneurs 



Team KYC
Certificate



This document is not definite and may
be reviewed depending on various
factors.

Despite our good intention to promote entrepreneurship through this
project, the token sale does not constitute an offer of securities or a
promotion, invitation, or solicitation for investment purposes. The terms
of the contribution are therefore not intended to be a financial service
offering document or a prospectus. The token offering involves and
relates to the development and use of experimental software and
technologies that may not come to fruition or achieve the objectives
specified in the Litepaper

The purchase of tokens represents a high risk to any
contributor. Tokens do not represent equity, shares, units,
royalties, or rights to capital, profit, or income in the network or
software or in the entity that issues tokens or any other
company or intellectual property associated with the network
or any other public or private enterprise, corporation,
foundation or other entity in any jurisdiction. Please make sure
you DYOR(Do Your Own Research and due diligence) before
taking any action. 

Conclusion



Telegram
@PropelCrypto

Email  Adress

support@propelcrypto.com

Contact Us

For more details on our project and all social media links, visit our Project webpage below:

www.propelcrypto.online


